OPERATION LOCK & LOAD PT III:
“KINGDOM & DOMINION”
Ekklesia Decrees & Declarations to Take Back America’s Birthright to Receive &
Possess God’s Kingdom Forevermore

AUGUST 6, 2020
EKKLESIA
Kingdom of Heaven

Operation Lock & Load Part III: “Kingdom & Dominion”
Ekklesia Strategies for Victory to take back America’s birthright to receive and possess
God’s Kingdom forevermore
Decrees & Declarations To:
-

Cut off the head (authority) of the kingdom of darkness within the United States
of America (also see ‘Operation Lock & Load’, Parts I & II)
Advance the Kingdom of God within the United States of America
Take dominion over some impending issues in nations abroad.

Almighty Lord & King, we repent on behalf of America, its government, businesses and
the private sector for enmeshing itself in ungodly relationships with China that have
resulted in the loss of land, the loss of finances, the loss of intellectual properties, and
being in debt to the ungodly communist government of China. Father forgive us.
Forgive the USA for operating in ignorance of Your principles and for making ungodly
deals with China. Forgive us for breaking the principles within Your Word in Psalm 1
and throughout Proverbs. Forgive us for ignoring Your principles of wisdom. Thank
You for Your goodness and mercy and for saving us out of the fowler’s snare. Deliver
America from the grips of China in Yeshua’s name. Forgive all the nations who fell prey
to China’s belt & road initiative, and to the financing of infrastructure deals which have
caused numerous nations to go into debt with China. Forgive all of us who have made
ungodly, idolatrous agreements with China and are now being manipulated and
exploited because of the insurmountable debt. Have mercy on the nations of the earth.
Deliver them from China’s snare. We receive Your forgiveness and righteousness by
faith.
à China, Iran, Israel & America…
As God’s Ekklesia, We decree:
-

-

An end to China’s reign of terror, witchcraft control, and thievery, and the
complete and utter uprooting of China’s negative, ensnaring influence on, over,
throughout, below and within the USA, our sovereignty, our government,
economy, our military, our education systems, universities, our health and
medical sectors, our infrastructure, our intellectual properties, real estate, our
technologies, business sectors, banking, investment, food, trade, entertainment
and our relationships with foreign nations.
We severe and uproot all soul ties to China in Jesus’ name.

Therefore:
-

Let all of China’s manipulative tactics and relationships within every sector of
American life be exposed, uprooted, severed and destroyed.
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-

-

-

-

-

-

Let all evil and manipulative soul ties of witchcraft control from China in and
throughout US sectors be exposed, severed, uprooted and decimated.
We command China’s evil influence to be uprooted and removed from the USA.
We shut the door to China’s influence in, over, throughout and beneath the USA.
Let the kosmos of darkness be uprooted, decimated and destroyed from within
the USA. Let there be Light.
Let all religious & political principalities & demons be bound & removed from
operating anywhere within, above, around, beneath or throughout the USA.
Let all evil soul ties in the USA be exposed, severed and uprooted.
We forbid China’s continued aggression throughout the East China Sea, the
South China Sea, the Straits of Malacca. Let all hostile actions of China, such as
invading the waters of foreign nations cease regarding Taiwan, Australia,
Vietnam, Cambodia, Indonesia, India, Thailand, Japan, Philippines, Malaysia, US
bases abroad, and any other nation.
We forbid the unlawful creation and usage of China’s fake military islands
created on atolls (reefs) throughout the East China Sea, the South China Sea and
the Indian Ocean. We command that these illegal, unauthorized man-made
islands be utterly decimated immediately. We declare China has no authority to
extend sovereignty in these international waters. We forbid it.
We forbid the immoral, unethical damming of the Mekong River in 11 locations
by China, which has completely dried up the main water source for the nations
downstream. Myanmar, Thailand, Laos, Cambodia, Vietnam depend on this
water for agriculture, fishing and their continued existence. We forbid China’s
hoarding of this water. This is a hostile act and we command that the water of
the Mekong River be loosed to flow as God intended. We forbid the Mekong
River from being dammed up any longer. We declare no more droughts in
Myanmar, in Thailand, in Laos, in Cambodia, in Vietnam. Let the river run!
We forbid China’s oppression of Hong Kong, Tibet and of the minority muslim
population in China.
Let any and all spyware apps, technologies, robo-calls, texts, emails, etc. from
China be immediately exposed and uprooted from the worldwide web in the
USA, and all our allied nations.
Let any and all trade secrets, intellectual properties and business earnings stolen
from China be paid back sevenfold to those it was stolen from.
Let the full extent of all China has stolen from the nations of the world and their
businesses be fully realized and let China be brought to justice and held
accountable for all they have stolen. Let China payback sevenfold, all the wealth
it has stolen from mankind.
Let any spy satellites, including low-orbiting satellites and weaponized drones
used by the Chinese or the deep state, against the USA and its allies be
immediately exposed and neutralized.
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-

-

-

-

Let any and all attempts of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) to subvert
America, our President, government, citizens, military, police, infrastructure or
economy be immediately exposed, uprooted and decimated.
Let the CCP fall on their own swords, fall into their own traps, and receive the
same fate they plotted against our nation. We speak confusion into the enemy
camp.
We bind and rebuke all assassin spirits from operating against our President or
other government officials, citizens, military and police.
Let all plans and strategies of China and the CCP to retaliate against the USA be
decimated and destroyed.
We command the angels to stop all oppressive, evil plans of the CCP now.
We declare TikTok and all spyware from China immediately banned from use in
the USA.
Let the truth regarding mysterious mailings of seeds from China to the US be
exposed. We declare no poisons in these random seeds.
Let all purchasing of the world’s ports by China immediately cease in Yeshua’s
name. Let the eyes of the nations be opened to China’s strategies to ensnare.
Let Second & Third World nations become aware of China’s strategies to take
over their ports, businesses and land by providing “irresistible’ loans to build
infrastructure.
Let all cyber and economic terrorism and espionage by China be exposed and
uprooted.
Let all theft of information, intellectual properties, profits, and economic vitality
by China be exposed and uprooted.
Let China’s closed economy and lack of reciprocity to fellow nations reap what
they have sown.
Let all the ponzi schemes of China be brought to justice on a global scale.
China has stolen hundreds of billions yearly in intellectual properties; let their
corrupt government reap what they have sown.
Let every country that China has driven into debt with its belt and road initiative
be freed from debt. We declare “no debt to China!”
Let all cyber warfare of China be exposed, uprooted and decimated.
Let China’s economic warfare against the nations of the world, backfire on the
CCP.
Let the Chinese Communist Party be stripped of its authority and power to
oppress the citizens of China any longer.
Let the Kingdom of God arise in and throughout China.
Let the brainwashing, oppression, beatings and forced labor within China’s “reeducation” centers immediately cease in Yeshua’s name. God deliver the people
out of captivity and oppression.
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-

-

-

-

Let all slave camps in China immediately shutdown. Let all slave labor, human
and sex trafficking within China immediately cease in Yeshua’s name.
We declare protection, peace and provision to followers of Christ in China.
Let the Word of God go forth unrestrained in China in Yeshua’s name.
Let hard-hearted members of the CCP receive ‘road to Damascus’ style
encounters with Christ. Let radical conversions come forth in the CCP in the
name of Yeshua.
Let all China’s curses, threats, plots, schemes and evil plans be null and void of
no effect against our nation.
Let all China’s traps backfire on their government.
Let all deep state funding by China be immediately exposed and dried up. Let
all the funds earmarked for destruction be utilized by the righteous to advance
God’s Kingdom.
Let anyone within the USA willingly spying on the US and/or aiding China in
destructive plots against the US be immediately exposed and receive a traitor’s
fate (#traitorsfate).
We decree the USA free from debt to China. We declare “No Debt” to China.
We declare we are taking all our harbors, ports, infrastructure and strategic
properties back from China.
We decree these points all in the mighty name of Yeshua!

Concerning The Middle East:
-

-

-

-

We cancel all curses and threats of Iran made against the USA and Israel. Let all
their curses & threats be null and void of no effect.
Let all of Iran’s schemes, plots, plans and tricks be immediately exposed,
uprooted and destroyed.
Let Iran’s bases and weaponry in Syria be wiped out, along with all of
Hezbollah’s bases and weaponry within Lebanon.
Let all of Iran’s long-range missiles, particularly those traveling through the
Shiite Crescent in Syria or by ship to Lebanon, or Gaza be exposed, and
neutralized, or safely confiscated by allied forces, without harm to civilians.
Let the Lebanese people heal from the port explosion. Let them shake off
heaviness, hopelessness and despair, and be quickened by the Spirit of God to
rise and rebuild in a warring spirit of hope and trust in the One True Living God.
Let the Lebanese people rise in boldness, unafraid of Hezbollah, willing to speak
out against the injustices of the radical terrorist influence that has overshadowed
their government and way of life.
Let Iran’s proxy influence be stripped out of Lebanon, and let the government
receive an injection of bold, fearless people of faith who will stand for the good
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-

-

of the people and stand against the radical Islamic rule that has oppressed the
Lebanese.
Let the Kingdom of God arise and advance throughout Lebanon, Syria, Iran,
Iraq, UAE, Qatar, Bahrain, Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Israel and all of the Middle East.
Let divine visions and encounters with Christ and with angels occur throughout
the Middle East .
Let hearts, minds, ears and eyes of Persians, Israelis and Arabs alike be primed to
receive the truth of God’s Word, Yeshua the Messiah, and their place in the
Kingdom of God.
Let the oppressive, tyrannical rule of Iran against its own people cease.
Let the oppressive, tyrannical rule of Hezbollah be uprooted from Lebanon. Let
the people be free.
Let the oppressive, tyrannical rule of Hamas be uprooted from Gaza and West
Bank. Let the people be free and delivered from hatred, anti-Semitism,
ignorance, death culture and violence.

Concerning the world…
We forbid the obliteration of food supplies worldwide.
-

-

-

Let all involved in the destruction of food supplies be exposed and brought to
immediate justice. Thieving, arsonist devils we bind you in Jesus name. Cease
now from destroying food supplies.
Let all fires be immediately extinguished. Let Kingdom rule and peace permeate
the atmospheres of these regions.
Let Beirut (Lebanon), Ajman (UAE), Najaf (Iraq) swiftly recover. Let healing
come forth, along with much needed medical supplies, equipment, housing,
bedding, shelter, food, water and Kingdom order in the name of Yeshua.
Thank You God that You are working in the midst of the storm.

We forbid the operation of terrorist groups worldwide:
- Let Isis, all Al Qaeda groups, Hezbollah, Hamas, Boko-Haram, Al-Shabab, the Lord’s
Resistance Army, and any other terrorist group be stripped bare of finances, authority,
power, weaponry, vehicles, property, voice, strength and ignorance. Let these groups
be uprooted, exposed, and completely eradicated. Let the chains of generational hatred
and divide be broken off of their lives in Jesus’ name.
- Let young men and women receive the truth of their God-given identity and purpose,
and may the Kingdom of God arise in their lives, their hearts and minds, and in their
nations. Let them rise up to be leaders and agents of change for the Kingdom of God
instead of workers in the kingdom of darkness. Let them be loosed into the Light of
God’s Kingdom in Yeshua’s name.
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Concerning the USA and Israel…
-

-

-

-

-

-

We declare peace and protection upon the USA and Israel.
Let any and all plots, plans, schemes of jihad be exposed, uprooted and
eradicated immediately in Yeshua’s name.
We declare no hacks into our government, military, infrastructure and banking
systems, for both the USA and Israel.
We declare a hedge of protection around, beneath, above and within all of our
technological systems for both, the USA and Israel.
We declare protection to President Trump, Prime Minister Netanyahu, and to
Vice President Pence, and their families from all enemies who desire their harm.
We declare life, health, protection, wholeness and peace to them, and all those
who diligently serve in government. Let all threats of assassination be stripped of
authority and power, null and void, of no effect. Let all assassination plots be
exposed and swiftly annihilated.
Let every secret enemy hiding within the USA or Israel be immediately exposed,
uprooted and destroyed.
Let any and all plans and plots of the deep state to subvert the USA or Israel be
exposed, uprooted and destroyed. God swiftly repay the wicked.
We declare no weaponized drones, no low-orbiting satellite surveillance, no
illegal surveillance of citizens, no more spraying of chemicals into the air. No
use of poisonous chemicals to thwart elections or cause panic. Enough is
enough. No more! Let the funding for these unethical practices be stripped bare.
Let all deep state funding by Iran be immediately exposed and dried up. Let all
the funds earmarked for destruction be utilized by the righteous to advance
God’s Kingdom.
Let the Kingdom of God arise and advance in the USA and in Israel.
Let hearts, minds, ears and eyes of Jews and Palestinians alike be primed to
receive the truth of God’s Word, the Messiah and their place in the Kingdom of
God.
Let any treaties regarding America or Israel, (known or unknown, by any parties,
foreign or domestic), that serve to subvert America and Israel as sovereign
nations be exposed, uprooted, reversed and destroyed, null and void of
authority, power and enforcement.
Let any and all legal rights of the enemy to plunder our nations be exposed,
uprooted and eradicated immediately in the name of Yeshua. Expose truth!
(For more decrees for Israel, see ‘Operation Restoration: Ushering In the Bride,
Part I’)

Concerning Kingdom Ambassadors:
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-

We declare protection over Sean Hannity and everyone else in media, and within
the Kingdom of God who stand for righteousness, also for all doctors, frontline
truth seekers, and whistleblowers who have been revealing truth and exposing
darkness. Angels of the Living God, guard and protect them all in the mighty
name of Yeshua.

à Additionally for America…

Almighty Lord and King forgive us for allowing communism ideologies and culture to
permeate our nation. Forgive us for demonizing Joseph McCarthy who spoke out
against the communists for infiltrating our nation’s political infrastructure. Forgive us
for allowing the history books to portray him as a quack. Forgive us for staying silent
and for allowing the slow, insidious removal of our authority and power. Forgive us for
allowing the Georgia Guidestones, a truly demonic, new world order mandate, to be
erected within our nation. Forgive us for allowing/tolerating the 45 declared goals for
communist takeover of America to be activated and advanced throughout the USA.
We decree and declare:
-

-

-

Let the 45 declared goals for the communist takeover of America be exposed,
uprooted and utterly annihilated from the USA. We cancel the authority and
break the power of these curses and declare them null and void, of no more
effect forevermore.
Let the Georgia Guidestones, and any other satanic monument be completely
uprooted and annihilated from our land. We call for the immediate destruction
of these occult monuments.
Let the curses of this monument, and any other satanic monument be completely
broken off the land, and let all demons be bound and eradicated from our nation
in the mighty name of Yeshua.

à The Kingdom of God in America…
Almighty Lord and King, forgive us, Your Ekklesia for not seeking first Your Kingdom,
for not taking firm hold of the authority You have given us, for doubting Your Words,
for not following Your commands, for not preaching the gospel of the Kingdom, for
building man’s plans and not Yours, for shirking back in fear when You called us to
advance. Forgive us for building ministries that You didn’t ask for. Forgive us for
operating in stubbornness, pride, tradition and paganism. We determine to change our
thoughts, ways, deeds, words and actions, so that we carry Your glory, and not our
own. We are truly sorry. Grant us greater revelation of Your Kingdom. Give us more
wisdom. Give us hearts and minds hungry for Your will. Help us appropriate fully the
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authority You have bestowed upon us. Holy Spirit make us bolder than ever for Your
glory. You have given gifts to man… Embolden us to appropriate them fully in
Yeshua’s name. Its go time!

As God’s Ekklesia, we decree:
-

-

-

-

-

We are made in the image and the likeness of God. He is a King, a Warrior, and
Christ is our High Priest. We too are kings, warriors and priests.
As kings, we advance God’s kingdom into new territories. As kings, we go to
war to extend our God-given dominion and rulership into new territories for the
glory of God. As kings, in the Kingdom of God, we represent our King and
advance His Kingdom into the hearts and minds of mankind.
As kings we slay giants. We cut off the authority of satan, his principalities and
demons, and overthrow their evil kingdom of darkness. As kings, we uproot
evil legislation, and diligently advance the culture of God’s Kingdom and the
Nation of Heaven here on earth.
As kings, we decree a thing and it is established, for we walk in the authority of
God’s Kingdom.
As kings, we cultivate earth with the culture of Heaven.
The time has come for us to possess and advance the Kingdom of God.
Let the Kingdom of God arise and advance in every heart and mind in America.
We cut off the head of the kingdom of darkness from operating within, around,
throughout, above or beneath the USA. We strip satan, his principalities and his
demons from all authority, dominion, rulership and power within, around,
throughout, above or beneath the USA.
We boldly decree that Jesus Christ is Lord and King of America and of all the
earth.
Let any and all authority and power of the kingdom of darkness within, around,
above, throughout and beneath the USA be utterly beheaded, decimated and
destroyed in the mighty name of Yeshua.
Let every enemy of America be overthrown, subdued and uprooted, until there
is no more enemy left to fight.
Let God’s modern-day Davids be multiplied and come forth with authority,
wisdom and might to rule and reign on behalf of Heaven.
We are God’s governing authority, here on earth. We are His Ekklesia.
We declare, as God’s Ekklesia, we represent God’s government, here on this
earth.
The government of hell shall never prevail against the government of God,
operating in and through King Yeshua’s Ekklesia.
We decree it is the Ekklesia’s hour to advance the Kingdom of God. Yes, it is our
hour to advance the Kingdom of God on earth!
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-

-

-

-

-

-

We declare, “It is the hour of the Kingdom!”
Lord, Thy Kingdom come, Thy will be done on earth as it is in Heaven.
Let the minds, hearts, ears and eyes of God’s people be open to seek and receive
the Kingdom of God.
Lord, let Your Kingdom advance into the dark recesses of Your people’s hearts
and minds and overtake any darkness (ignorance) within.
Lord give Your people a hunger for greater revelation of Your Kingdom.
Let revelation of the Kingdom of God come to those who seek it.
Let revelation of the Gospel of the Kingdom come to those who seek it.
Lord, causes millions and even billions to hunger and thirst for the truth of Your
Kingdom message.
Let the true gospel of the Kingdom of God be preached and demonstrated
throughout all the earth.
Let full understanding of the Kingdom of God be revealed like never before.
Let the Bible be read as a governmental document, as the constitution of Heaven,
and not merely as a religious book. We declare the Bible contains the knowledge
we need to overcome all ignorance. The light of God’s knowledge overcomes the
darkness of the devil’s ignorance.
We declare we will rise and rebuild America. America will not be destroyed by
darkness.
We declare we will advance God’s Kingdom throughout America, and will carry
the gospel of the Kingdom into all the earth.
We declare we will guard our hearts and minds. We will guard our potential.
We will ask God exactly what He requires of each one of us. We will write plans
to carry out God’s purposes for our lives. We will keep His commands.
We declare we will seek Holy Spirit’s guidance and strategies to reach each of
our finish lines. We will each run our race, free of distraction, full of wisdom,
understanding, knowledge and faith that works.
We declare we will no longer procrastinate or be discouraged for we are a part of
the Kingdom of Light and have been given an eternal Hope that can never be
shaken.
We declare we will write the vision God has for each of us, and we will keep it
before us so that we do not falter, instead, we will run our race to win the prize.
We will fight for others who have not yet come into the understanding of who
they are in Christ, and their role in His Kingdom. We will encourage, exhort,
edify and educate others.
We declare we will not criticize or teardown our fellow Kingdom citizens. We
will stand together in the bond of love, and guard our hearts and minds
diligently from all strife and discord.
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-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

As warriors, we appropriate all Jesus has taken back for us. We drive the devil
out of our territories and enforce the peace that was won for us. We push back
the darkness from the position of Victory that Christ has attained for us.
We declare we will speak God’s Word into every situation, and release faith for
those who do not yet walk in Truth.
As priests, we declare that we shall stand in the gap, repent for the sins and
iniquities of man. We cry out for mercy as we cover those in need of salvation
with fervent prayer before our loving and merciful King.
As Kingdom Ambassadors, we declare we are empowered with God’s grace to
share Truth in Love, and lead with integrous character and excellence in all areas
of our lives. We represent the King and shine His light for those in darkness.
We declare we occupy until King Jesus comes back.
We agree with God’s will, to extend the Kingdom of Heaven into the earth. We
declare that we advance the Kingdom of God into every worldly system and
culture continually until all darkness is eliminated, and only God’s righteous
Kingdom remains.
We decree and declare that we are God’s Kingdom Ambassador’s representing
the country of Heaven here on this earth.
We declare that we expand the country of Heaven into the territory of earth.
We declare we carry Kingdom Culture wherever we go. We carry the language,
morals, laws and principles of Heaven into its colony, earth.
We declare that we colonize earth with the laws, values, morals, integrity,
language and culture of Heaven.
We speak the language of God’s Kingdom.
We decree that we carry the culture of our King into this earth. Righteousness,
peace and joy in the Holy Spirit, this is God’s Kingdom culture and we carry it
within us.
We decree that we operate in the dominion, authority and rulership that Jesus
returned into the earth. Thank You Lord for these gifts You have given to
mankind.
We declare that we fully embrace God’s original intent for mankind to take
dominion of the earth, (not over each other), to be fruitful and to multiply, and to
fill the earth and subdue it.
We decree we are producers for the Kingdom of God.
We decree that we represent our King and operate in the authority He has given
us. We have the full authority of the King, to advance His Kingdom into all the
earth.
We declare the culture of Heaven shall dominate all the earth. Yes, we dominate
the earth with the culture of God.
We decree and declare that we have king-dominion over the territory. When God
gave us His Kingdom, He gave us dominion, authority, power and rulership.
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-

-

-

-

As God’s sons, we are kings. We carry the prevailing, overcoming Spirit as the
kings of God’s Kingdom.
As God’s Ambassadors, we declare that the nation of Heaven is a country,
governed by the King of Heaven. Heaven has its own government, language,
laws and culture.
We declare that since God is a King, He is the sovereign Ruler and governing
influence over His territories, and He impacts them with His will, intent and
purpose. As King, it is God’s will, intent and purpose to expand His heavenly
territory into all the earth.
We declare He has conferred this Kingdom and His authority unto us. As kings,
we are commanded to colonize earth with the government of Heaven.
We declare that we carry the King’s government, language, laws and culture into
all the earth.
We declare, as citizens of Heaven, we claim everything the King has paid for. We
collect the spoils. We occupy until His Kingdom’s peace is fully made manifest.
We declare that we receive the Kingdom and possess the Kingdom forever, even
forever and ever.
We declare the devil’s dominion is taken away, consumed and destroyed
forever.
We decree and declare that all dominions shall serve and obey the Lord, Most
High.
As kings in God’s Kingdom, we know that we are also lords (owners) of the
earth because every king is a lord.
We declare that we overcome the enemies of the Kingdom which are ignorance
and religion.
We declare that the fall of man was a fall from rulership and dominion, therefore,
since Christ brought back the Kingdom that Adam lost, we take dominion to rule
earth with the government of Heaven. We impact the territory of earth with
God’s will, His intent and His purpose.
We declare we shall go into all the world (kosmos), the worldly systems, and we
shall advance the Kingdom of God
We thank God for the gift of dominion. Grant us greater wisdom and revelation
to steward all the resources You have given us with excellence.
We decree all these points in the mighty name of Yeshua.

(Kingdom decrees based on Scripture & on Dr. Myles Munroe’s books about the Kingdom of God)
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